
Teacher Resource  
 

Ongoing Conversations with Students Regarding COVID-19  
As you continue working with your students in the coming weeks, you may be having               
conversations with them about how they are doing. Here are some examples of guiding              
questions that you may find helpful during your one-on-one interactions with students.  
 
“I’m glad we are able to connect again!  How are you and your family doing?” 

● Asking about family can be helpful in determining how much stress, if any, the family is 
facing 

● It is also helpful to determine where the student’s priorities are focused currently, which 
can help provide insight into their own stress levels  

 
“”What has changed for you?” 

● This can be helpful in identifying available supports for the student’s learning and 
emotional health 

● It can also be helpful in identifying whose addition or absence may be elevating or 
adding to family stress and anxiety 

 
“How are you feeling about still being away from school?” 

● This can help to determine if they are becoming fixated on news and preoccupied by the 
COVID-19 situation, or operating with misinformation and misconceptions about things 
that may be adding to stress and feelings of unsafe 

● If needed, use the opportunity to normalize and say: “I know, I have heard some people 
saying__________,  But as we learn in school the facts are important.  The best place to 
look is (whatever information source you are using in your region) 

 
“So what have you been doing most since we last spoke?” 
“How have you been staying connected with family and friends?” 
“How have you been getting some physical activity?” 
“What’s the most fun you’ve had since school has been out?” 

● These are all questions that prompt and remind the student of healthy coping tools: 
○ Establishing a routine 
○ Staying active 
○ Stay connected 
○ Finding joy 

 
 



 

“Have you been able to find a place to do some schoolwork?”  
● Helps you establish what is going to be reasonable expectations for this student going 

forward 
 

Solution Focused Supports for Emotional Disclosures  
If students do indicate that they are not coping well with their own situation, here are some 
questions that are designed to help students find the positive in their circumstances, reach out 
to others, and find solutions: 

● “Have you ever had to confront a situation like this when you couldn’t go outside your home 
when you wanted to?” 

● “What can your family members do to help?” 
● “What can your friends do to help?” 
● “What can I do to help you right now?” 
● “What do you think you can do to make things better?” 
● “What has been helpful to you in the past when you’ve faced a crisis?” 
● “Let’s talk about some things you can do to reconnect with family and friends while you’re 

home.”  
● “Let’s brainstorm some of the ways that other students and adults are coping.” 

 

Ending Conversations: 
In signing off from your connections with students, it is important to reinforce that this is 
temporary and things will return to normal, but until then, you are here to support them:  

● “I am always ready to listen if there's ever anything more you want to share” 
● “I know some people are saying this is our new normal, but this is only temporary. We will 

get back to normal but until then I’m glad I still have the ability to teach and connect 
with you.” 

 

THE GOAL:  
As always, is to create opportunities for children to ask for what they need, rather than suggest 
to them that they may need something.  We are teaching through COVID-19, not to COVID-19. 
 
Source: North American Center for Threat Assessment and Trauma Response  
 


